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PRODOTTI O MACCHINARI
Sheet Glass Wholesale 
Float glass through fabrication techniques like tempering, insulating, lamination, coating and etc. serves the need of different industries. Chenda Glass
offers wide choices of sheet float glasses and coated glasses with the most competitive price.

Architectural Glass 
To satisfy the need of modern lifestyles and industries, Chenda Glass provides a broad range of glasses that provide greater safety, protection and
energy efficiency.

Insulating glass has great performance on preventing heat gain or loss and also noise mitigation. It is made of two or more than two sheets of
glass with air space partitioned by aluminum frame. Insulating glass fabricated with low-E or reflective glass has greater thermal performance
making it a perfect solution for energy saving.
Laminated glass provides solution against burglary and vandalism as the PVB interlayer bonded between two or more glasses can absorb
force. Furthermore, it has advantage of sound insulation and anti-UV.
Tempered glass is a safety glass that provides high intensity. It is not only heat-resistant, but also 4 -5 times stronger than ordinary glass and
does not break into sharp shards when being hit.
Other configuration: hot bending, hole drilling, notching, edgework, silk-screen, and the combination of any component above can go into any
of our fabrication.

Electronic Glass 
Chenda Glass provides glass surface that is customized to be used on modern electronic. Our glass products can be crafted to meet the exact
requirement on modern house appliance like TV, air conditioner, kitchen stove, washer, digital scale and so on. Our glass makes your electronic
products clearer, safer, stronger and say more through performance coatings and advanced fabrication techniques.

Furniture Glass 
Glass components on modern furniture greatly increase its performance, functionality and outlook. Chenda Glass offers extraordinary flexibility to meet
your specific needs on modern furniture design. Combine our top quality glass with powerful fabrication treatments like cutting, hot-bending, tempering,
laminating, edging and silk-screening to create a custom solution for your furniture
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